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CONDUCTIVITY CELLS FOR FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 

G. R. Sawtelle 

ABSTRACT 

This report desaribes the development of a aon
duativity aell instrumentation for measuring flow 
induaed vibra~ions in long, slender fuel pins. The 
design, aonstruation and evaluation of aonduativity 
aells and assoaiated signal aonditioning equipment 
is disaussed in detail, providing the baakground 
for> th~ und~r>lying theo:r•y, ope1'at·ing pPocedu:t.•e and 
limitations of a partiauZar instrument, the PNL 
Impedanae Deteator. 
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CONDUCTIVITY CELLS FOR FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS 

G. R. Sawtelle 

INTRODUCTION 

The Vibration Problem 

Flow induced vibrations have generated failures in various 
reactor components. ( 1) Generally these failures occurred in 
regions of highly turbulent flow and vortex shedding. In the 
Fast Test Reactor (FTR) , heat generated in the fuel bundles 
will be removed by pumping large quantities of sodium past 
closely spaced, spiral wire wrapped fuel pins. The resulting 
turbulent flow conditions, ideal for removing heat efficiently, 
may generate flow induced vibrations. Failure of the fuel
element cladding can occur from vibration-induced fretting, 
and such an event could cause a costly reacto~ shutdown. The 
severity of vibrations must be evaluated for the contemplated 
design, so that if serious, appropriate measures can be taken 
to reduce or eliminate vibrations. 

In general, theoretical methods to predict flow induced 
vibrations are not available; any theoretical treatment would 
be extremely difficult because of the complex geometric and 
time varying boundary conditions present in the spiral wire. 
wrap fuel design. Furthermore, the forcing function associated 
with flow induced vibrations is not well defined. Several 
investigators have derived empirical equations(2-5) for 
single pins with known support conditions; however, in 
comparing these equations with experimental results of other 
investigators, differences arise which have yet to ·be recon
ciled. Because of the uncertainties in predicting vibrations 
of single pins, experiments are required. 

An experimental evaluation of flow induced vibrations 
requires appropriate measurements to establish the fatigue 
life and wear rate of fuel pins. Since the precise failure 
mechanism in a fuel pin is unknown, a knowledge of the mode 
shapes and frequencies may provide much of the information 
needed to relate pin motion to failure. Mode shapes and 
frequencies can be determined by measuring the displacement 
histories in two orthogonal direct.ions At-. vAri 011~ Axi .=!l 
locations along the pin. Since the spacing between fuel pins 
in a bundle can be quite small, vibration transducers 
(i.e., sensors) externally mounted on the pin may disturb the 
flowing coolant; hence, internal or surface mounted transducers 
are required. · In addition to being small enough to mount 
within the fuel pin, the transducer should be capable of 
resolving amplitudes of at least 1 mil and preferably 0.1 mil. 
Although vibration-induced damage might not be expected at 
amplitudes below a fraction of a mil, fretting corrosion has 
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been encountered at relative motion amplitudes of much less 
than 1 mil. (6) From mode shapes and amplitude data, relative 
motion amplitudes at the fuel pin wire wrap contact points 
can be estimated. 

The preferred test would measure vibrations under proto
typic reactor conditions which include exposing the fuel pin 
to sodium in excess of 1000 °F under a radiation environment. 
The ideal transducer would then be capable of operation in a 
1000 °F, radioactive, sodium environment and be small enough 
to mount within the fuel pin diameter. Since state-of-the-art 
instrumentation does not meet these needs, a suitable 
low-temperature, out-of-reactor environment must be used to 
develop instrumentation and data analysis techniques. Water 
can be used as a Reynold-modeling coolant; it has the same 
kinematic viscosity at 200 °F as sodium at 900 °F. Therefore, 
transducers required for flow induced vibration measurements 
should be capable of 200 °F operation. 

Apparently four transducers have been used for various 
fuel pin size and spacer configurations; each has different 
capabilities and limitations. Other types of available 
transducers may be potential candidates. For example, a small 
rod or pin could be -attached to a fuel cladding and extended 
through the wall of the flow duct to an external displacement 
sensor. This type of sensor may provide nonprototypic 
constraint and flow distortion and hence is not a desirable 
instrument. The following discussion indicates the limitations 
of four types of transducers and why the conductivity cell 
method was chosen for flow induced vibration measurements 
at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) . 

Variable Reluctance Coils 

Variable reluctance coils have been mounted inside a 
1/2 inch OD thin wall tube about 3 feet in length and suspended 
on a taut wire to detect the tube vibrations. (7) In this case, 
the pin must be supported from both ends in such a way that 
the variable reluctance coil mounting wire can be placed in 
tension to provide rigid support. This device, requiring an 
internal support, does not appear applicable to a long, ·small 
diameter fuel pin. -

Strain Gages 

Strain gages have been mounted on the outer and inner 
wall(2,3,5,8) of fuel pins to measure flow induced vibrations. 
Although strain measurements provide a direct strain reading 
useful for_fatigue failure prediction, the mode shape of the 
fuel element. must be known to determine the amplitude of 
vibration. In grid spacer fuel design, the support locations 
are generally known; the fundamental mode shape and frequency 
(which has been found to be the dominant vibration frequency) 
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can be determined readily from experiments and/or analysis. 
However,in a wire wrap support design the location and 
constraint provided by the wire wrap is difficult to predict. 
The spiral wire wrap design provides a potential support 
at 6 locations, 60 degrees around the pin, and at 6 inch 
axial intervals as shown in Figure 1. However, since a 217 pin 
bundle fits loosely in its flow duct and because of construc
tion tolerance and inherent pin bow, only a portion of the 
potential supports may be in contact at any instant·in time. 
Hence the interaction between fuel pins is more complex in 
the wire wrap design because of the multiplicity of potential 
contact points whereas in the ~rid plate design the intet
action·of fuel pins takes place primarily at the grid spacer. 

Assuming that the mode shape is known, the practical 
measurable threshold vibration amplitude using strain gages 
in ah FTR fuel pin can be determined from the following 
analysis. Assume the fuel pin deforms into sine waves along 
its length. 

y = A sin nx 
L 

(1) 

where A is the amplitude coefficient and ·L is the span length, 
x is the axial location. 

Recall that the strain (E) for a uniform beam in flexure 

and thus 

where 

a Me a 2y 
E = E = EI = c a2 (2) 

2 
C7T 

E = A 
max L2 

X 

a is an outer fiber stress 
E Youngs Modulus 
M bending moment 
I cross section moment of inertia 

(3) 

c distance from neutral axis to strain location, 
i.e., inside radius 6f·the fuel pin (0.100 inch 
is the current design). 

The maximum strain level occurs at (x = L/2) the midpoint 
of the span and is directly proportional to the~amplitude of 
vibration(A), the fuel pin radius and inversely proportional 
to the square of the span length(L). Assuming a 10 microstrain 
threshold, the minimum detectable amplitude would be about 
0.3 mil peak [0.6 mil peak to peak (p-p)] for a 6 inch span 
length which corresponds to a frequency of about 300 Hz. 
Since each wire wrap contact may not act as a support, the 
effective span may range between 92 inches, the .full length 
of the fuel pin, to 6 inches where every potential wire wrap 
contact acts as a rigid support. 

3 
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FIGURE 1. Fuel Pin and Spiral Wire Wrap Spacer Design 
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Figure 2 indicates the predicted vibration threshold 
versus frequency (span length) for a strain gage sensor. For 
reliable measurements a signal to noise ratio of 10 to 1 is 
desired and the practical measuring level may be an order of 
magnitude above the indicated threshold. Hence,the strain 
gage is not feasible for small vibration amplitudes. 
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FIGURE 2. Strain Gage and Accelerometer Threshold 
Deflection Amplitude 
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Accelerometers 

Accelerometers small enough to fit inside an FTR fuel 
pin (0.200 ID) have recently become commercially available.* 
Accelerometers provide an output proportional to acceleration 
which must be twice integrated with respect to time to yield 
displacement histories. The equivalent noise level for an 
accelerometer of this size is about 0.06 g based on the manu
facturer signal conditioning specifications. 

Assuming harmonic motion and an error free integration, 
the threshold amplitude level can be determined as follows. 
The equation defining time dependent harmonic motion is 

y = A sin wt 

where y is the position or amplitude for any time t. A is 
the peak amplitude coefficient. w is the circular frequency 
in radians. 

( 4) 

The second derivative of y with respect to t; the acceleration 
(y) 

2 y = A w sin wt ( 5) 

hence the maximum acceleration 

.. - + A 2 Ymax - - w ( 6) 

and occurs at sin wt = 1. 

Converting y from 
(386 in.2/sec = 1 
(w = 2nf) reduces 

units of length 
g) and circular 
Equation (6) to 

t • 2 t b f I per 1me o num er o g s 

A = 
gn 

? 
0.102f .... 

frequency to hertz 

when g is the equivalent noise level in g's. 
n 

( 7) 

For a frequency of oscillation of 100 Hz the threshold noise 
level is 0.06 mil; however, as shown in Figure 2 the threshold 
rises rather rapidly for lower frequencies. The accelerometer 
like the strain gage,does not permit low amplitude, and low 
frequency measurements. 

* The author is aware of three units, one a biaxial (measures 
in two orthogonal directions simultaneously) piezoelectric 
type, the other two are uniaxial piezoresistive types. 

Columbia Research Endevco Corporation Kuli te Semiconductor 
Laboratories Inc. 801 S Arroyo Parkv1ay Products Inc. 
Ma.cDade Bldv. and Bullens Lane Pasadena, Calif. 1039 Hoyt Avenue 
Woodlyn, Pa. 19094 91109 Ridgefield, N.J. 07657 
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Conductivity Cell 

The conductivity cell method has been used at Atomics 
Internatibnal(9) for the study of mixing parameters and 
vibrations of bundles of fuel rods. This device consists of 
a conductivity cell located either in a fuel pin (or iri the 
flow duct wall) and appropriate signal conditioning elec
tronics· to provide an electrical signal proportional to the 
spacing between the probe (cell) and an·adjacent fuel piri. 
This instrument operates· on the basis that probe. impedance 
varies with distance between the cell and its mating surface 
in a uniform electrolytic solution. 

The conductivity cell method provides a signal proportional 
to' the relative spacing. between two surfaces. Although the 
relative spacing between two pin.surfaces may be directly 
related to wear, the location of one probe surface is required 
to establish the mode shapes. The absolute motion of the 
central pin in a bundle of pins using conductivity cells 
requires algebraically summing the relative amplitudes along 
a line of pins, one in each row back to the flow duct. This 
operation may require considerable manipulation of the output 
signal to establish motion in two orthogonal directions. 

A prototype of the Atomics International conductivity 
cell was adapted to the original FTR fuel pin, (viz, 0.25 OD 
fuel clad and 30 mil wire wrap spacing) and was evaluated in 
the PNL Engineering Mechanics Laboratory. Initial testing 
indicated additional development was required to improve the 
sensitivity and response characteristics of the probe to an 
acceptable level for the FTR fuel pins. However ·because of, 
its potential capability of·measuring low amplitudes of 
vibration (0.1 mil, independent of frequency) the conductivity 
cell was chosen for PNL flow induced vibration testing of FTR 
fuel assemblies. The following sections describe the develop
ment of the conductivity cell instrumentation: the PNL 
Impedance Detector~ 

SUMMARY 

In the Fast Test Reactor (FTR), heat generated in the fuel 
bundles will be removed by pumping large quantities of sodium 
past closely spaced, spiral.wire wrapped fuel pins. ThP. 
resulting turbulent flow conditions, ideal for removing heat 
efficiently, may generate flow induced vibrations. Analytical 
predictions of flow induced vibrations are extremely difficult 
because of the complex geometric and time varying boundary 
conditions present in the spiral wire·wrap fuel design; hence 
experimental techniques are required to evaluate FTR fuel pin 
bundle vibrations. In the FTR development program, both 
water and sodium flow tests are planned. Because of the lower 
cost and less demanding instrumentation requirements, FTR fuel 
assemblies will be initially tested in water. 

7 
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The slender FTR fuel pins vibrate like beams under 
parallel flow; frequencies and displacements can be determined 
by measuring the displacement histories in two orthogonal 
directions at several axial locations along the pin. Present 
commercially available strain gages and accelerometers will 
not sense small deflections at frequencies corresponding to the 
lower pin modes. The conductivity cell however has been used 
to measure vibration amplitudes of much less than 1 mil 
independent of frequency of vibration. 

The conductivity cell system initially developed by 
Atomics International was modified for the FTR fuel bundle. 
Several dominant parameters which affect the performance of 
the conductivity cell instrumentation have been evaluated: 
the dimensions of the cell, insulation and pin spacing 
respectively, the electrolyte concentration and temperature, 
and excitation level. In addition, since the probe impedance 
is dependent on the external circuit parameters, the Wheatstone 
bridge components must b.e adjusted to provide four-equal
resistance arms to obtain maximum sensitivity and linearity. 

Absolute displacement histories along the length of the 
fuel pin is the most desirable form of vibration data. 
Neither strain gages nor accelerometers directly measure 
displacement though each provide absolute data. The 
conductivity cell method measures displacement directly and 
can sense low vibration amplitudes. However, unless the 
motion of one of the probe surfaces is known, this method 
provides only relative displacement. The major disadvantage 
of the conductivity cell method is that the simulated cool~nt 
must be an electrolyte solution in which the concentration 
and temperature can be carefully controlled. 

A 19-pin instrumented bundle was tested initially as part 
of FTR fuel bundle development program. Fuel pin vibrations 
were below the noise level (.0.3 mil) of the instrument and 
after testing for a few hours at elevated temperature and 
pressures, some of the conductivity probe lead cables leaked 
water. The instrument has since been modified to provide a 
threshold noise level of 0.01 mil peak-to-peak. Although 
inconclusive, results of a r~cent shaker test on the 19-pin 
fuel bundle have shown the conductivity cell instrumentation 
to be a viable method. Clear noise free signals of (1) a nearly 
pure sine wave (2 mil p-p} at low acceleration levels, (2) a dis
torted sine wave indicating the non line.ar effect the wire wrap 
supports at an intermediate acceleration level and (3) pin-to-pin 
and pin-to-wall impact at the upper acceleration level have been 
observed. 

Further testing of 217 pin, FTR fuel bundles are planned 
using the conductivity cell method. The current instrument 
will be refined to improve the annoying drift problem by 
replacing the operational amplifier and de power supply with 
better quality, more stable units. Additional development 
efforts will be directed at the design of a reliable cell and 
instrument lead penetration seal. 

8 
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DISCUSSION 

THE PNL IMPEDANCE DETECTOR 

The PNL Impedance Detector Instrument contains the 
appropriate signal conditioning electronics to provide an 
electrical signal proportional to the spacing between an 
insulated cell and an adjacent fuel pin. A complete circuit 
diagram and photographs are included in the Appendix. 

The PNL Impedance Detector consists of four electrical 
sections: (1) the middle chassis provides calibration, 
monitoring and the necessary switching; (2) a 100 kHz 
excitation oscillator provides a 100 kHz sinusoidal excitation 
s1gnal for the seven bridge circuits; (3) the bridge-detector
amplifier circuit provides the major signal conditioning and 
tEe necessary resistors and capacitors for completion of a 
Wheatstone bridge in which (4) the probe is one leg. 

The seven bridge-detector-amplifier circuits and the 
100 kHz excitation oscillator are of printed circuit construc
tiorl. Printed circuit design allows one to construct seven 
electrically identical channels and provides a compact unit. 
The seven bridge-detector-amplifier circuits and the 100 kHz 
excitation oscillator are mounted in an all metal chassis to 
provide shielding from electromagnetically radiated noise and 
hence is inherently less susceptible t0 noise. 

Middle Chassis 

The middle chassis contains a de power supply, switching 
circuits, a null meter and the calibration level set which 
is a voltage divider potentiometer hereafter referred to as the 
calibration level set. The power supply provides de excitation 
for (1) the solid state· components in the 100 kHz excitation 
oscillator, and (2) the operational amplifier in the ridge
detector-amplifier circuit, (3) a calibration signal used to 
adjust the operational amplifier circuit gain, and (4) a de . 
referenc~·signal for the calibration level set. The null meter 
is used with the calibration level set to measure the various 
de voltage levels. 

100 kllz Excitation Oscillu.tor 

The 100 kHz excitation oscillator circuit contains an 
oscillator, amplifier, and rectifier. The oscillator amplifier 
circuit provides an adjustable level 100 kHz sinusoidal 
excitation signal (6 volts peak-to-peak maximum) for the seven 
bridge circuits. A rectifier circuit provides a de signal 
proportional to.the peak-to-peak excitation signal that can 
be monitored and adjusted using the null meter-calibration 
level set circuitry. 

9 
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Bridge-Deteptor-Amplifier 

The bridge-detector-amplifier circuit contains (1) the 
necessary resistors and capacitors for completion of a 
Wheatstone bridge, (2) a detector, (3) a 10 kHz low pass 
filter and (4) an amplifier circuit. The operation of the 
bridge-detector-amplifier circuit can be.st be explained by 
examining the operating procedure and referring to Figure 3. 
Initially the operational amplifier de balance and gain are 
adjusted, and the Wheatstone bridge is balanced. .In a balanced 
condition the bridge output of the instrument is zero. However 
when the probe impedance changes (due to a change in probe 
spacing) an unbalanced bridge results in the appearance of a 
100 kHz output signal which is transformer-coupled to the 
detector circuit. The detector senses both the amplitude and 
direction of the unbalance (an increase or decrease in imped
ance corresponding to an increase or decrease in probe spacing) 
and provides· a demodulated signal to the 10 kHz low pass filter. 
The low pass filter then removes any remaining 100 kHz excita
tion. signal and other extraneous signal above the 10 kHz 
cutoff frequency., The demodulated and filtered information 
signal is then amplified by the operation amplifier. 

EXCITATION 
100 KC 

DETECTOR 
.--- ---, 

I 

LOW PASS FILTER ,----, 
I I 

r-~~~~~-.--~~-+-.--+-o 

I I 
I I 
L ____ __J 

OPERATIONAL AMPLI Fl ER 

FIGURE 3. Bridge-Detector-Amplifier Circuit 
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PROBE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The desired characteristics of a good probe design are 
that, (1) the probe provide sufficient sensitivity to permit 
accurate and reliable.measurements for the amplitude range of 
interest; and (2) the probe and lead cable be physically small 
enough to mount several probes inside a fuel pin. Since the 
electrical characteristics of an electrolytic cell must be 
considered when designing a suitable probe, we will briefly · 
discuss (1) the electrolytic conduction theory, (2) polariza
tion, (3) electrolyte selection, (4) lead cable selection 
and (5) probe configurations. 

Electrolytic Conduction 

Current flow through an electrolytic solution takes place 
due to the motion of ions between the immersed electrode . 
surfaces. Current flow through an electrolytic solution is 
similar to.electron flow through·a solid material in that the 
effective resistance (R) of the electrodes is directly 
proportional to the electrode spacing (t) and inversely 
proportional to the electrolyte conductivity (C) and electrode 
surface area (A) ·i.e., 

L 
R a CA (1) 

Furthermore, OHM's law states that the voltage (V). across the 
electrodes. is equal to the product o£ the curient flow (I) 
and the effective electrode resistance (R). That is 

V = IR . ( 2) 

Combining Equations (l) and (2) one can see that 

V L 
R a I a CA . ( 3) 

Since the electrolyte conductivity (C) and the eiectrode area 
(A) are to be constant for a given test, it is possible to 
apply a constant voltage (current) to the electrodes, measure 
the resulting current (voltage) and relate the measured 
current (voltage) to the spacing of the electrodes. 

The sensitivity (S) of the electrode or. conductivity 
probe is the ratio of the change in output signal (V) to a 
change in probe spacing (L) 

- I:::.V 
S - I:::.L 

which is related to the change in probe resistance, is from 
Equation (1) 

I:::.R l 
S a I:::.L a CA 

11 
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This equation indicates that maximum sensitivity can be 
obtained by using a small probe area and a small electrolyte 
conductivity (i.e., weak electrolyte). 

Polarization 

Polarization(lO) refers to a condition in which the ratio 
between the current flow and voltage of an electrolytic cell 
differs from a constant. That is, for two different voltage 
levels, all other factors being equal, the ratio between 
voltage and current, (the effective resistance) does not 
remain constant. The reliable and accurate operation of this 
instrument depends on ·the assumption that the effective probe 
resistance is dependent only on the probe spacing. Since 
polarization may cause an erroneous signal, ways to minimize 
polarization effects will be discussed. 

Polarization phenomena are conveniently classified into 
two categories: concentration polarization and overvoltage. 
Concentration polarization implies the existence of a thin 
layer of solution immediately adjacent to the electrodes. 
Overvoltage ordinarily results from the slow rate at which the 
electro-chemical oxidation and reduction process occurs at one. 
or both of the electrodes. Experimentally, concentration 
polarization can be reduced by (1) diluting the electrolytic 
concentration, (2) increasing the mechanical agitation of the 
solution and (3) increasing the size of the cell. Overvoltage 
can normally be reduced by (1) decreasing the current density 
at the electrode, i.e., decreasing the probe excitation voltage 
and (2) increasing the temperature of the electrolyte. 
Mechanical agitation and increased temperature is automatically 
accomplished for flow testing at elevated temperatures; 
increasing the cell size (area) and reducing the excitation 
level reduce the sensitivity whereas diluting the electrolyte 
results in an increase in sensitivity of the conductivity cell. 

Electrolyte Selection 

A weak concentration of NaN0 3 was found to be an adequate 
electrolyte for all the probe evaluations; hence other salts 
were not evaluated. Since the flow loops used for testing of· 
the instrumented fuel bundles are of carbon steel construction, 
LiOH was added to raise the pH level. Raising the pH level 
to 10 reduces the oxidation rate of carbon steels, limiting the 
formation of oxide particles which may affect the conductivity 
of the solution and change the electrode surface properties. 
Since reducing the electrolyte concentration increases the 
sensitivity of the probe and diminishes the effects of 
polarization, samples of local tap water, distilled water and 
a sample from the loop in which the testing was to be conducted 
were measured to determine their conductivity in relation to 
various concentrations of NaNo3 . A solution concentration with 
a conductivity slightly higher than the above samples was chosen 
because a solution with a conductivity much less than the 

12 
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test loop sample may be subject to conductivity fluctuation 
due to oxidation particles forming within the loop which will 
create erroneous signals. 

An undesirable characteristic of electrolytes is that the 
conductivity changes with temperature; hence the conductivity 
probe sensitivity depends on and must be calibrated at 
temperature. 

Lead Cable 

A miniature, low capacitance, low noise coaxial cable is 
required as a signal lead to the probe because: (1) the small 
size allows more cells to be located within a small diameter 
fuel pin, (2) the low capacitance keeps the capacitive re~c
tance of the cable small compared to the probe impedance change, 
(3) low noise levels keep spurious signals due to cable motion 
at a minimum and (4) coaxial shielding minimizes stray electro
magnetic pickup. Atomics International(ll) has had success 
using a single insulated lead within the fuel pin then extending 
the lead ·to the signal conditioning equipment with a shielded 
cable; however, at PNL shielded cable was used throughout. 
In either case grounding of the shield should occur at only 
one location to prevent ground loops. A Microdot* "Mini-Noise" 
miniature coaxial cable (Microdot number 250-3808) was used; 
however a smaller diameter (0.0450 OD) Microdot cable could 
be considered. 

Probe Configurations 

The conductivity probes used in fuel pin vibration 
measurements consist of one or two insulated cells flush 
mounted in the surface of either the fuel pin cladding or in 
the flow duct wall ·(see Figure 4) . In the one-cell design, 
the insulated cell faces an adjacent fuel pin which is an 
~l~~trl0dl y£uu1~. In Lhe Lwo-cell design, the insulated 
cells are aligned tb face each other. 

The sensitivity of the probe is affected by both the 
effective cell area and the portion of stray current flow to 
ground. Since the probe resistance change is only dependent 
on the portion of current flowing between the cell and the 
adjacent fuel pin surface, the stray current path is undesirable. 
The two-cell design used by Atomics International(ll) may be 
more ~ew:;l tlv~ ~lnce Lhe effec·tive cell area is less. The 
single-cell design has prov~ded sufficient sensitivity for the 
PNL instrument. 

Since the stray current does not contribute to the change 
in resistance of the probe with spacing and may increase 
polarization effects at the cell surface, it is undesirable. 

* Min~-Noise is the trade name for cable manufactured by Micro
dot Inc., and is advertised as having low noise characteristics. 
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FIGURE 4. Conductivity Probe Configurations 

The stray current can be reduced by increa~ing the in~ulation 
thickness and reducing the cell size. However, the fuel· pin 
diameter limits the insulation diameter, while polariz.ation 
and construction tolerances limit the practical minimum size 
of the cell .. Randall et al.(9) have sugge;;sted an insulation 
thickness which is twice the mean prob~ ·spacing. Large 
insulation diameters. may be easily provided in cells mounted 
in duct walls. For small pin diameters with. large mean 
'spacing, some form·· of thin surface insulation may be required 
to minimize the stray current path and increase the probe 
sensitivity. Smali cell sizes are limited by the·incre~se in 
polarization and ease of fabrication. Cell sizes ranging 
from 15 to 62 mils .in diameter are practical. 

Figure 4 shows a typical instrumented fuel pin cross 
section in which the fuel pellets are drilled to permit the 
lead cable to pass through the center of the pin; the·cell 
insulation plug also requires removing a relatively small 
section of the fuel pellet. The shield on the cable is potted 
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into the insulation plug and hence provides shielding to the 
cell without having a multiplicity of ground paths. A suitable 
ground is provided by attaching a ground cable from the test 
section flow duct to chassis ground of the PNL Impedance 
Detector. 

Constructing reliable probes requires special considera
tion~ The major difficulty lies in getting the fuel pin end 
cap welded to the cladding without overheating (damaging) the 
lead cable insulation. The PNL probes were made using a 
cable with a taped teflon outer jacket. However, an extruded 
jacket should provide a more reliable waterproof seal. 

CALIBRATION AND EVALUATION 

Procedure and Apparatus 

For experimental calibration a test basin and a prototype 
cell (including the lead cable length) were constructed. Two 
probe configurations were calibrated: (l) _pin-to-wall and 
(2) pin-to-pin. The cell was mounted in the flat bottom of 
the basin and in a short length of fuel cladding fastened to 
the bottom of the basin respectively. Each cell faced a short 
length of cladding attached to an electromagnetic shaker. The 
shaker was used to control the mean probe spacing as well as 
the dynamic amplitude. An optical displacement follower 
(OPTRON) provided a calibrated voltage proportional to 
displacement; this signal was compared with the Impedance 
Detector output to determine the sensitivity of the probe 
(see Figure 5). 

ELECTROMAGNET! C 
SHAKER 

BASIN CONTAINING 
ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTION 

I 
( 

'· 

PNL IMPEDANCE 
DETECTOR 

----

....... 

" \ 
J 

I 
/ 

VOLTAGE a 
TO Dl SPLACEMENT 

VOLTAGE a 
TO Dl SPLACEMENT 

TO PNL IMPEDANCE DETECTOR 

FIGURE 5. Conductivity Probe Calibration-Evaluation Apparatus 
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Once the calibration apparatus was constructed and set up, 
the Wheatstone bridge was balanced. Since the probe impedance 
depends on the external circuit characteristics, trial and 
error has provided the only reliable method of obtaining a 
balanced bridge. The probe resistance was determined from 
the potentiometer setting in the balanced bridge circuit. The 
resistors in the bridge circuit were adjusted to provide four 
equal resistance bridge legs; this optimized the bridge 
sensitivity and linearity. The probe sensitivity was determined 
with the aid of a dial micrometer by statically moving the 
probe a known distance and comparing with the change· in output 
voltage of the Impedance Detector. By using the electromagnetic 
shaker, the probe was dynamically excited; comparing the output 
of the Impedance Detector with the optical-displacement follower 
provided dynamic calibration. Accurate calibration of the 
conductivity probe required controlling the (1) electrolyte 
concentration and temperature, (2) the probe mean spacing 
(3) the vibration amplitude and (4) ·the bridge excitation level. 

Experimental Probe Evalu~tion 

Early. in the conductivity cell development program several 
probes were constructed to experimentally determine the elE?c
trical ·characteristics, in particular the probe impedance to 
be matched in the bridge circuit. The effects of carrier 
frequency and probe spacing were measured. The probe impedance 
was calculated from oscilloscope voltage measurements _across 
the probe and a resistor in series with an excitation oscillator. 
Though the loading effects of the oscilloscope and measuring 
circuit directly influenced the probe impedance, the following 
trends were observed. 
(1) The impedance of an electrolytic cell is complex in that 

both resistive and capacitive effects are present. 
(2) The resistive and capacitive reactance components(and 

thus the impedance) decreased with increasing frequency 
for frequencies between 20 and 200 kHz. 

(3) The reactive component was reasonably constant for a given 
probe and was somewhat smaller than the resistive portion 
for spacings on the order of 0 to 60 mils. 

(4) An aging process occurred in which the impedance of the 
probe increased with the square root of time (stainless 
steel cell surfaces). 

Figures 6 and 7 show the probe impedance versus spacing 
for various excitation frequencies for pin-to-pin and pin-to
wall configurations. Notice the probe impedance decreases 
with increasing frequency and the decrease between 100 
and 200 kHz is less than between 20 and 50 kHz or 50 
and 100 kHz. This effect is thought to be due to polarization 
effects which become less evident at the higher frequencies. 
Considering the above and the observation that capacitive 
reactance of the lead cable increases at higher frequencies, 
a 100 kHz signal was selected as the carrier frequency. 
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Signal Conditioning Circuit Evaluation 

Prior to selecting the design of the PNL Impedance 
Detector several breadboard circu~t~ inclu~ing a prototype of 
the Atomics International circuitt 9 J and a PNL bridge circuit 
were constructed and evaluated. To determine the better circuit, 
the Atomics International circuit (Figure 8) and the PNL bridge 
circuit (Figure 9) were examined for three prop~rt1es: 
(1) 60 Hz noise and harmonics introduced by the circuit into 

the output signal . · · 
(2) Harmonic distortion ·of. the voltage signal generated in 

the circuitry when the conductivity probe is vibrating 
at 100 Hz (200 Hz overtones) 

(3) The ability to produce a de signal which is proportional 
to static displacements or movements of near zero 
frequency. 

Both circuits were capable. of.measuring static .displace
ments. The probe was then ~xoited at a frequency of 100 Hz 
with a vibrati'on amplitude of 0.6 mils. A spectral density 
plot, with the vertical scale adjusted to give an effective 
filter band width of unity,was· made of the signals produced 
by the two circuits (see Figures lO.and 11). 

The spectrum of the Atomics International circuit exhibited 
60 Hz noise plus harmonics of the 60 and 100 Hz signal. Although 
the PNL bridge circuit sensitivity is less (32 mV compared to 
86 mV for the Atomics International circuit) the spectral noise 
level was below the 100 Hz input signal level: hence, the br{dge 
circuit was capable of lower measurement amplitudes·. 

To evaluate frequency response, the output of the bridge 
circuLt was measured and plotted with the Spectral Density 
Analyzer for various constant power input levels to the shaker. 
as shown in Figure 12. The frequency control on the shaker 
was swept through'a range for each constant power input ~etting. 
This created the lines which slant down~ard toward .the lower 
right indicating that the vibration amplitude decreases with 
increasing frequency as expected from harmonic analysis. · 
Ho:r:izontal lines were constructed from a similar simultaneous 
plot of the optical displacement follower signal. The . 
actual vibration amplitudes are not horizontal lines. This 
indicates a slight nonlinearity in,the electromechanical 
shaker system. The drastic change at 900 to 1000 Hz res.ul ts 
from resonance of the rod qonnecting the shaker and the probe. 

The PNL Impedance Detector was then designed and con
structed using printed circuits and the bridge circuit design. 
The low pass filter was replaced with a commercial unit, and 
the operational amplifier.feedback circuit was slightly 
modified. After a brief checkout and calibration ·of the.PNL 
Impedanc~ Detector, the first flow test was performed. The 
sensitivity, at 110 °F test temperature ·using a 0.1 wt% NaNo 3 
solution was 60 mV/mil. The data gathering system consisted 
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FIGURE 12. Voltage Output of the PNL Bridge Circuit 
for Various Displacements and Frequencies 

of the Impedance Detector, a de amplifier and a magnetic 
tape recorder. The combined system noise level was about 
20 mv p-p. Spectral analysis of the resulting data was 
inconclusive: The data revealed little difference between 
no-flow and flowing conditions. Because of the excessive 
noise present in the system the sensitivity of the Impedance 
Detector had to be improved to reduce the system noise level. 
Conceivably the vibrations might have been below the predicted 
0.3 mil threshold of the instrument. 

Modifications 

The instrument was then modified to increase the 
sensitivity. A resistor which had initially been included to 
provide a linear output over a wide conductivity probe 
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displacement range was eliminated: initial ~low test 
revealed that since the maximum amplitude may be only a few 
mils this resistor was not required. The effect of electrolyte 
concentration on probe impedance and instrument sensitivity 
was evaluated (see Figure 13) .. At zero probe spacing the probe 
resistance does not go to zero as expected because of 
polarization and contact resistance. The .largest sensitivity 
was obtained for a NaN03 electrolyte concentration of 0.03 wt%: 
the bridge resistors were·· adjusted to provide a 4-equal-arm 
resistance bridge. The operational amplifier gain was 
increased from around 300 to 1000 which accentuated a low 
frequency (less than 1 Hz) drift problem;however, since the 
drift could be easily filtered without loss of information the 
drift was tolerable. The effect of 100 KC excitation level on 
sensitivity was evaluated. As shown in Figure 14, the 
sensitivity increased linearly with excitation up to 12 volts 
p-p (the maximum capability of the oscillator) ind.j_cating no 
apparent polarization oi other undesirable effects. 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

PROBE SPACING, mils 

FIGURE 13. Probe R~sistanc~ Versus Probe Spacing 
for Various·NaN03 Solution Concentrations 
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FIGURE 14. Sensitivity Versus 
Excitation 

The spectral output of the modified instrument was then 
evaluated at a 100 KC excitation level of 12 volts p-p; 
500 mV/mil sensitivity. The-probe-was excited at a constant 
300 Hz, 0.2 mil p-p and the output spectrum plotted as shown 
in Figure 15. Except for a 120 Hz component the spectral 
noise level was two orders of magnitude below the signal level. 
A portion of the 120 Hz component was due to the shaker input 
as indicated on a similar spectral plot of the optical 
displacement follower output. 

An experiment was conducted to determine the transverse 
sensitivity (the probe sensitivity for motion of the pin 
perpendicular to th~ cell face and to the pin axisJ of the 
probe. For a transverse vibration of 1 mil p-p amplitude, 
the sensitivity was 22 times less than the normal sensitivity; 
hence,this probe was relatively insensitive to motion in the 
transverse direction. 

Noise measurements including spectral noise analysis with 
no probe vibrations-were conducted in an attempt to determine 
the noise source. It was found that the operational amplifier 
noise contribution was minimal and independent of the 100 kHz 
excitation signal level. The sp~_ctr!=tl co·ntent of the noise 

·as shown in Figure 16. is ·primarily 60 ijz and 60 Hz harmonics. 
The measured p-p noise level was only 5 mV at the operational 
amplifier output. A sensitivity.of 500 mV/mil provides a 
0.01 mil noise level which should be quite adequate. 

TEST RESULTS 

Fuel pin vibration tests were conducted on a 19-pin 
bundle contained in. a flow duct. The lower part of th~ duct 
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was hexagonal with lexan windows;whereas, the upper section 
was a circular lexan tube. Eight instrumented fuel pins were 
installed, one with a strain gage and seven with conductivity 
probes. In addition three wall probes were installed in the 
hexagonal duct located as shown in Figure 17. 

The initial flow tests were conducted with the duct 
rigidly clamped to a support fixture. As discussed earlier, 
the fuel pin vibration data was inconclusive. After testing 
at elevated pressure and temperature (110 °F, 100 psig) 
for a few hours, several conductivity probe lead cables were 
leaking water; some of these probes appeared to be working 
with no detrimental effects while others. would not permit 
balancing the bridge circuit and hence were inoperative. The 
author feels that those leaking probes which continued to oper
ate had permitted water to pass through the outer jacket into 
the shield only. Those probes which had failed, however, had 
permitted water to penetrate to the center conductor and short 
the probe. Seven of the twenty-one original probes are still in 
operating condition and were used in recent shaker testing. 

The most recent testing was conducted with the duct 
mounted on bellows which permitted forced vibration of the 
test section. The 19-pin assembly (designated B-1) was 
attached to a beam which provide<.l a nearly pure·lateru.l 
translation input to the fuel bundle reducing the natural 
flexual modes of the nonuniform flow duct. Accelerometers 
were attached at various locations as shown in Figure 17 and 
their output recorded as the exciting force was swept through 
a frequency range of 2 Hz to 5 kHz. Several critical 
frequencies were observed i.e., where one or more . 
accelerometers were excited at larger acceleration levels or 
their output wave form was out of phase or distorted as compared 
to the majority of accelerometer traces indicating that the 
duct was not undergoing pure translation. 

At a frequency of about 40 Hz, the response of all 
accelerometers attached to the flow duct exhibited a high 
complex frequency wave .form obscuring the 40 Hz fundamental 
input. Simultaneously, an audible sound suggested a 
significant increase in the activity of the fuel pin bundle. 
At maximum acceleration levels (3 g) the pin vibrations were 
easily perceptible visually--particularly when strobe light 
illumination was used. 

The conductivity cell signals were recorded on a strip 
chart recorder as the shaker was swept through the frequency 
range discussed above. The wa~e forms for the conductivity 
cells were generally harmonic for most input frequencies. At 
a shaker frequency of around 40 Hz, the response signals for 
various pin cells became remarkably clean, i.e., free of 
harmonics and modulation--this is characteristic of resonance 
and indicated the probable lowest natural frequency of the 
pins. The output from a duct wall probe (2W) and a 
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pin-to-pin probe (2A) was photographed from oscilloscope traces 
as shown in Figure 18. Notice the response waveforms for 
Probe 2W are nearly sinusoidal at the lower acceleration level 
and becomes increasingly distorted to the point of clipping at 
1.2 g. This distortion is indicative of the nonlinear con
straint provided by the wire wrap support; between the pin and 
duct wall the wire wrap contacts at 12 inch intervals, whereas 
at the opposite side of the pin, contact will be made on each 
of two pins 120° apart at 6 inch intervals. 

CONDUCTIVITY PROBE- 2W AT 38.9 Hz 

2 mil 
_L 

f, 
A- O.lg B- 0.26g C-l.2g 

2 mil 
CONDUCT! VITY PROBE - 2A AT 38.9 Hz 

l_ (1 fl 1 , 

t 
A- 0. 056g B - 0. 2 g C-1.2g 

FIGURE 18 .. B-1 No-Flow Shaker Test Data 

The trace of Probe 2A is more complex because it senses 
the spacing between two pins rather than between the ~all and 
a pin as in Probe 2W. The maximum amplitude of the two traces 
at 1.2 g in which contact occurred as indicated by the clipped 
signal are about 10 and 12 mils, respectively: the test. section 
was designed for a duct-bundle clearuncc of 20 mils. The 
amp~itude of Probe 2W at 0.1 g input is 2.5 mil p-p which 
corresponds to a voltage amplitude of 250 mV p-p and is 
completely noise free. This data demonstrates the clarity of 
waveforms achievable with conductivity cells. One can see that 
much lower amplitudes should be perceptible. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The PNL Impedance Detector is capable of making reasonably 
accurate and reliable vibration measurements to less than 
0.1 mil p-p. Although the instrument can provide useful data, 
a few problems do exist....:.-none of which are considered 
insurmountable. The conductivity cell method provides 
a signal proportional to the relative motion between two 
surfaces rather than an absolute strain or· acceleration . . 
as in the case of a strain gage or acc.elerometer, respectively. 
None of the three major vibration sensing instruments provides 
a signal directly proportional to absolute motion. · Where 
sufficient amplitudes of vibration are pres.ent either the 
accelerometer or strain gage could provide direct absolute 
amplitudes; however, the strain gage signal must relate to the 
effective bending mode to determine displacement amplitude and, 
the accelerometer signal must be integrated twice with respect 
to time to determine the absolute displacement amplitude. The 
strain gage and th~ accelerometer threshold are inversely 
proportional to frequency and may not have sufficient 
sensitivity at low frequencies. Biaxial measurements can be 
made quite easily by using a biaxial or two uniaxial acceler
ometers. Likewise two strain gages.placed at 90°around the 
pin will provide biaxial data. 

The conductivity cell method measures displacement directly 
and can sense low vibration amplitudes. However, unless the 
motion of on~ of. the probe surfaces is. known, this method 
provides only relative displacement. The errors in data 
manipulation. required to determine absolute displacement with 
the conductivity cell method should be no greater than with 
accelerometers or strain gages. 

A square lattice fuel spacing is required to ·obtain 
orthogonal vibration measurements using the conductivity cell 
method bedause only the two nearest surfaces in a fuel pin 
bundle provide an appropriate geometry. In a triangular· 
lattice arrangement, algebraic addition of two or more measure
ments at oblique angles is required to obtain absolute 
vibration displacement amplitudes. 

Since each of the three major vibration sensors has 
inherent advantages and disadvantages, no single sensor may 
provide sufficient information by itself; rather, two or all 
three sensors could be used to provide comparison and backup 
for reliability. However, because physical contact between 
pins may be more directly related to fuel pin wear (or failure), 
particularly in the case of the spiral wire wrap spacer design, 
and because of the low amplitude threshold independent of 
frequency, the conductivity cell method may well be the better 
technique for measuring fuel pin vibrations. 

The PNL Impedance Detector is capable of providing a 
sensitivity of 500 mV/mil. A noise level of 5 mV provides·an 
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effective displacement threshold of 0.01 mil, which should be 
adequate. The undesirable de drift characteristic can be 
significantly reduced by replacing the operational amplifiers 
and the de power supply with quality low drift units. Although 
de drift is tolerable since ac coupling (filtering) will 
eliminate the fluctuations on the recorded data with no loss 
of information it is undesirable because of difficulty in 
maintaining amplifier balance conditions. 

A low noise power supply should also reduce the power line 
frequency noise level. In addition, since the fuel pin vibra
tions are expected to be below about 300 Hz, the 10 kHz low 
pass filter could be reduced to 500 Hz with no loss of informa
tion; however, since the major noise components, as indicated 
in Figure 16, are 60, 120 and 180 Hz, reducing the cutoff 
frequency of the low pass filter to 500 ~z may not improve the 
noise level. 

The major remaining problem with the conductivity cell 
method is one of designing a reliable cell and instrument 
lead penetration seal. The major difficulty in. installing 
lead cables is in welding the end cap to the cladding without 
destroying the cable jacket and/or the insulation material. 
Water leakage into the instrumented fuel pin either at the 
c~ll location or at the lead wire penetration (which is normally 
at the end cap) can be eliminated by using adhesives with 
thermal expansion characteristics similar to the cladding 
material. 

Now that the sensitivity and noise level of the PNL 
Impedance Detector instrument have been sufficiently developed 
for FTR fuel bundles, several aspects of the probe-electrolyte 
interaction should be investigated· to determine the effect 
on sensitivity and repeatability. For instance:. 
(1) Observations made initially at Atomics International 

and verified at PNL indicate a change in probe resistance 
occurs between a stagnant electrolyte and one which·is 
flowing or being agitated. This apparent effect of 
polarization may have some effect on the sensitivity. 
Although the change in sensitivity is expected to be small, 
the effect of flow and perhaps flow velocity should be 
established to improve the reliability. of the instrument .. 

(2) The cell geometry design parameters (the relation between 
cell and insulation size, gap, pin alignment etc.) and 
effects of construction tolerance variations on sensitivity 
should be determined. One possible way to improve the probe 
sensitivity is to coat one or both of the pin surfaces 
around (but not including). th~ cell with a thin (non flow 
disturbing) electrically insulating layer to increase the 
effective insulation thickness. 

Future FTR fuel pins are to be instrumented with 
conductivity cells, accelerometers and strain gages to provide 
comparison and evaluation simultaneous with the gathering of 
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engineering data. Tests are planned to determine the limita
tions of the accelerometer and strain gage. Results of the 
no-flow shaker tests of the B-1 assembly are inconclusive 
because of the structurally complex nonprotypic flow duct; 
however future testing on prototypic flow ducts will provide 
information to aid in the evaluation of flow induced vibrations. 
The B-1 tests do indicate that the fuel pins may.be excited to 
vibration levels several mils in amplitude at resonance 
conditions with very low acceleration level (0.05 g) inputs. 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix cont,ains specific information on the PNL 
Impedance Detector including a complete circuit diagram, 
component description and photos showing the printed circuit 
board layout and assembled instrument. 

PNL IMPEDANCE DETECTOR COMPONENTS 

Bridge, Detector Amplifier Circuit 

Rl01-Rl04 

Rl05 

Rl06-Rl07 

Rl08-Rlll 

Rll2-Rll3 · 

Rll4 

Rll5-Rll6 

Rll7-Rll8 

ClOl 

Cl02 

Cl03-Cl05, 

±1% metal film resistors adjusted to provide a 
4-equal-arm bridge 

2 to SK trimpot - infinite resolution desirable 

Adjusted to provide 1 V at terminal (a) 

lOOK metal film resistor 

lOK 1/2 W carbon 10% 

1 Meg metal film resistor ±1%; ±50 parts per 
million/°C 

Adjusted to give desired gain 

1/2 w carbon hand picked for operational 
amplifier balance 10% 

90 Pf glass piston trimmer 

Silver Mica hand picked to capacitively balance
bridge 

Cl07 0. 001 MFD ± 10%- disc ceramic capacitor 

Cl06 150 Pf silver mica 5% 

Dl01-Dl02 IN34 glass diode 

TlOl 3 winding, bibiliar wound, pulse transformer; 
2.3 mh ratios of 1:2:1; pulse engineering type 
PE 2233 

Relay, Calibration - Reed relay SPST with actuating coil -
12 VDC 300 - Magnecraft WlOl MPCX-2 

FL101 10 kHz low pass filter, DTC FRA4RXllYV lOK input, 
lOK output impedance 
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THE PNL IMPEDANCE DETECTOR 

IMPEDANCE DETECTOR 
FRONT VIEW 

INCHES ' ! 

I 2 3 

l 00 kH z EXCITATION OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT BOARD 
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IMPEDANCE DETECTOR 
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INCHES 

I 2 3 

BRIDGE, DETECTOR, AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT BOARD 



BRIDGE DETECTOR AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

C~!ti 

CJNNfc:oRS 
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w; 174 
Jt!U~-

::/~:~~:/IIN ~} 
Jtr ~n.ow rrsr 
-------< """'" 

"'n 
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CHAN"~ (IUI/ " 2 CIIAII "'I ()$CIUA1Dit 

IJfUDU "C31S1ANC{~ ~ ~ ~ 

Ct»>DUCTI~ffr,.RtUJ£~ ~ ~ 
CAliiJitAfi()NSJGNAL~ 

CAIIBifATIIIN ~(lAr NW(If~ ~ ~@ 
l.P, FilTER 0/JTPUT~ ~ <:f!i® 
DP ~NP DtJTPVT~ ~ <Dj<.¥-:.f--{!) 
~1.1 II.DC ~ . 1 WilT l 

~ IJL/1 I 

RCAR OF CHASSIS .8011011 ~/£W 

0 4.~.a,ID,I~J$,U.lof,l"-.~8 • .ll, 6 .J.J tJN CHAS.S IS CiJNNCCTIJt AlU GMIJNIUD. 

0 ltl.J.lS,t"1, I .JI DN CHASSIS CDNI'ItcrDit Oft t;ltOU!WfO Sllll!D ~RAJ&. 

TOP CHASSIS WIRING M'JT£5 TOP£ .801101'1 CHASSIS WIRING 

0 1'11/Nr.t/J CIRCIIIf S«IUT T(RifiNAlS B.D.E,N,.J.If.l,l( 
H. IP ARC CHASSIS GROUNDUJ (AffP#CNOL •143·4i'l·OI). 

fj, CHASSIS CDN#CCTOR T£RHINAIS .J' ,.,N 
(A11PH£NOI. ' 5 1·~0 · J,D}. 

0 OUTPUT CONNCC101f ON BA(If OF C"IIAS.S/5 (aNt 
&11.1CHCA1J). 

Cl> INPUT CONN£C:TOR ON &ilt"lf 0' CIIA.S$1$ (NICIIODOT) 

TH£ Nl/NIJ£RS C LtTTlffS INSIDE T#l SYN/JOI.$ ARC 
TH( PIN NlllflJ(R.S 6 S«IU"T l£Tr£1t$. 
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Operational Amplifier - D-8 operational amplifier, Data 
Device Corp. A good low drift amplifier is essential. 

Middle Chassis Wiring 

R201 

R202-R203 

R206-R207 

R208 

PS201 

M201 

D201-D202 

lK ten turn pot; Helipot Model ARlK 1.25 wire 
wound 

Adjusted to provide 1 V across calibration 
level set (R201) 

Adjusted to give desired sensitivity of the null 
meter 

lOOK part of Neon panel light 

±15 Vdc power supply, Ferrotran Electronics Model 
HMC-15, Rating +15 ~15/150 rnA; A stable low 
noise supply is essential 

Zero center null meter 

IN2071 diodes for meter protection 

Rotary - 11 position, 3 section, cerc~ic rotary switch with 
positive detents, switches and limit settings. 

100 kHz Oscillator 

R301 

R302 

R303 

R304 

R305 

R306 

R307 

R308 

R309 

R310 

L301 

L302 

T301 

I301 

XTAL 

Z301 

33K 

5K 

4.7K 

lOOK 

5.1K 

S.lK 

5K 

12K 

lK 

SK 

Slug tuned inductor. Nominal value 2.2 mh 
Q = 200 J. W. Milier 4400 series 

500 mh Toroidal Inductor Plastic Encapsulated 
Triad type ET-500 A 

165-185KDS Air Core IF transformer with Mica 
Delectric Trimmer Capacitors, .J. W. Miller type 
112-K-2 

20 V 10 rnA Incandescent lamp 

100 kHzA James Knight. type G9D (500) Hl7T holder 
inserted into ELCO ceramic socket S0205COT 

2N332A ETCO 
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Q302 2N332A ETCO 

Q303 2N1308 GI with fin type heat sink 

D301 IN34 

C301 0.047 MFD 

C302 0~005 MFD 

C303 0.0015 MFD 

C304 470 MMF 

C305 0.015 MFD 

C306 250 MMF 

C307 330 MMF 

c3oa 0.015 MFD 

C309 0.01 MFD 

C310 0.005 MFD 

C311 220 MMF 

C312 0.02 MFD 
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